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weavers, the clothier had in his employment numerous other
workers, so that an opulent clothier might hire altogether
as many as eight hundred or a thousand persons 1.    It is
evident, then, that the capitalist employer was already the
outstanding figure in the textile industries long before the
factory system made him the owner of the instruments of
production as well as the proprietor of the raw material.
But under the domestic system he was limited in the extent
of his business by the number of weavers available in the
neighbourhood.    For the spinning of yarn he drew upon a
very wide area 2 :   for the weaving of cloth he was usually
restricted to artisans who lived within a circuit of ten miles
at the most.    Clothiers often found themselves hampered
in their business by the scarcity of weavers.    In normal
times the supply was doubtless equal to the demand, yet
when trade was brisk difficulty was sometimes experienced
in executing orders  from  abroad.    Moreover  the  limited
functions of the West Country clotlliers suggest that they
must often have enjoyed considerable leisure.    Those whose
business was conducted on a small scale were not required to
make great exertions as they were spared the duty of super-
vising the actual manual processes, which were not per-
formed under their own roofs, and they disposed of their
goods through the agency of factors at Blackwell Hall 3.
Hence many clothiers carried on another occupation, for
example, they entered the malting or tanning trades, or
bought small farms and reclaimed the waste.    In the case
of Ashburton, in Devonshire, it has been said that " nearly
all the improvements connected with reclaiming the waste
lands in the parish can be traced to their once belonging to
some serge-maker " 4.
The clothier, unless he owned his own flock 6, obtained
his supply of raw material in one of three ways—direct from
the wool grower; through the agency of middlemen ; from
the yarn-makers. The ' rich * clothier purchased his wool
1 Parliamentary Papers (1802-3), vii. 128 ; Tucker, Instructions (ed.
i?57)> 24,	2 Infra, p. 46.	3 Infra, p. 25.
* Transactions of the Devonshire Association, viii. 331-332.
6 E.g. Bakewcll, Observations on the Influence of Soil and Climate upon
Wool (1808), 32.

